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Oracle Sales Cloud for
Financial Services

Oracle Sales Cloud for the Financial Services industry enables financial institutions
to modernize their branches and take the customer experience to the next level.
With a single 360° view of customer information and interactions, banks can build a
personalized relationship with each customer and offer financial products and
services that best suit a customer’s unique needs. With the addition of the
integrated Marketing Cloud solution, banks can automate the process of
identifying, nurturing and creating referrals to cross-sell products across any
channel, including social, mobile and web.
KEY FEATURES

•

Tailored banker application

•

Dynamic needs analysis with realtime quotation

•

•

Tailored Banker Application
Oracle Sales Cloud for Financial Services helps bankers focus on customer engagement and
productivity. From a tablet or desktop, bankers can access an array of tools designed to help

Financial accounts and
transactions views in Contact and
Household detail

sell financial products and services to existing or prospective customers.


Financial Accounts and Transactions views for an individual contact, or an aggregated
household portfolio

Financial Accounts Snapshot and
Average Monthly Balance reports



Financial Accounts Snapshot report



Average Monthly Balance reports - cash and credit accounts



Dynamic Needs Analysis quotation for opportunities

KEY BENEFITS

•

Make account origination faster
and easier

•

Increase banker productivity and
effectiveness

•

Build personalized relationships
with each customer

•

Increase customer satisfaction by
offering the right financial
products at the right time

Image 1: Household overview tailored for bankers.
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ORACLE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE:
SALES CLOUD

•

Complete: A comprehensive sales
solution focused on driving
performance and connecting
business processes.

•

Innovative: Productivity-driven
apps offering deep customer
insight with the flexibility to adapt
and differentiate.

•

Proven: Power global sales
organizations and leverage
recognized industry expertise for
secure and scalable global
operations.

Financial Accounts and Transactions
Contact and household details offer a complete view of customer information across all
channels and include Financial Accounts and Financial Transactions views. Access to
financial accounts and recent transactions helps bankers offer the right financial products to
customers and makes it easier to resolve service requests.

RELAT ED PRODUCTS

•

Oracle Sales Cloud

•

Oracle CPQ Cloud

•

Oracle Marketing Cloud

•

Oracle Service Cloud

•

Oracle Commerce Cloud

•

Oracle Incentive Compensation

•

Oracle Social Network Cloud

•

Oracle Transactional Business
Intelligence Enterprise for CRM
Cloud Service

Image 2: The Financial Accounts view displays key account information.

Dynamic Needs Analysis Offers Real-Time Quotation
Using Oracle Sales Cloud for Financial Services, bankers can assess customer financial
needs and offer the best financial products or services. Leveraging Oracle Policy
Automation’s modern rules engine platform in the cloud, Oracle Sales Cloud embeds a realtime needs analysis and product recommendation flow into the bank’s sales process and
further automates standard business flows such as loan origination.

Image 3: Dynamic needs analysis based on loan type.
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Financial Accounts Snapshot and Historical Balance
Reports provide a snapshot of customer financial accounts as well as historical balance data.


The Financial Accounts snapshot provides a quick view of a customer’s active, pending and
expired accounts.



Monthly Balance reports provide an overview of customer cash and credit accounts,
enabling bankers to evaluate customer cash flow and borrowing habits.

Image 4: Average Monthly Balance shows historical cash and credit balance.

Image 5: Recommended financial products based on customer needs analysis.
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Configuration and Customization
The Oracle Sales Cloud configuration and customization toolset (including Application
Composer, Page Composer, String Editor, and BI Composer) offers a wide array of
customization options for industry solutions. To meet specific business needs, companies can
customize the application using:


Objects, Fields, and Pages



Server scripts



Actions and Links



Analytics



Security



Custom Subject Areas

CONTACT US

For more information about Oracle Sales Cloud for Financial Services, visit oracle.com or call
+1.800.ORACLE1 to speak to an Oracle representative.

CONNECT W ITH US

cloud.oracle.com/sales-cloud
facebook.com/OracleSalesCloud
youtube.com/OracleSalesCloud
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